B2B Information Powerhouse
Masterseek.com Announces Private
Placement of $25 Million
NEW YORK, N.Y., May 19, 2011 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Masterseek Corporation,
headquartered in New York, has announced the upcoming private placement of 3
million new shares at an expected price of $8.60 per share, for total
expected proceeds of at least $25 million. Masterseek™ currently has 30
million outstanding shares, valued at about $9 each, implying a current value
of about $270 million for this B2B search engine and business information
platform.
With shareholders in agreement, the Board of Directors of Masterseek had
approved the capital increase, with the proceeds from the private offering to
be dedicated to the launch of the company’s newly-developed B2B group-buying
and “deals” venture.
According to Masterseek executives, the issue is expected to be fully
subscribed. By good fortune, the timing of the Masterseek private placement
coincides with the upcoming IPO announced by LinkedIn, which is a larger
company dominant in a parallel space. Analysts view the LinkedIn IPO as being
especially good news for Masterseek, since it serves to highlight the strong
synergy and linkage between the two platforms – Masterseek is the preeminent
B2B search and business information platform, while LinkedIn is the premier
business-oriented social network platform.
Since the launch of Masterseek.com Beta Version in March of 2011, the company
has been drawing attention from users and investors alike, since the new
version offers a seamless interface that harnesses social media networking,
business networking and business searching together in a single potent
platform.
The same market enthusiasm driving the LinkedIn IPO seems to have benefited
Masterseek as well, since the company offers the “missing link” between
social media like Twitter and business networking like LinkedIn. Since
searching is a fundamental functionality for both business and personal
networking, Masterseek’s ability to bridge between the two worlds seems
likely to continue to attract attention from techies and investors alike.
The offering period for the new shares will expire on June 26, and the
results of the offering are to be announced on June 28, 2011.
Interested investors may contact the Masterseek Investor Relations Office for
subscription information before June 26, 2011.
For further information, please contact:
Masterseek Corporate Office (International)
Telephone +45 20 300 606

E-Mail investor@masterseek.com .
Masterseek Corp. (USA)
1802 North Carson Street
Carson City, NV 89701.
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